
 NEW patent-pending CRT™ vents (Cool Running Technology) increase air-flow for  
superior heat transfer efficiency and cooler operating temperatures

 NEW patented wear indicator takes the guesswork out of repairs to save labor time and money

 Patented “ribbed” design provides more surface area for improved heat dissipation
 Cooler temperatures mean longer brake and RSD lining life for less downtime and lower maintenance costs

 The ultimate low-temperature, long-life RSD brake solution

 Made in the USA

Webb Vortex® Unlimited brake drums run 15% cooler for 
better braking performance and 25% longer life!
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 www.webbwheel.com
Contact your local Webb Wheel Products supplier for training that can cut your operating costs!

Scan this QR code to get certified 
 on brake drum selection and 

wheel-end installation, and we’ll 
send a token of our appreciation.
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The ultimate low-temperature, long life brake drum
Everybody in this business 

knows that brakes work better 
and last longer at cooler 
temperatures. That’s why 
Webb engineers focus on the 
two-fold mission of cutting 
weight and improving heat 
transfer efficiency. The result... 
Webb Vortex® Unlimited.

The patented Webb 
Vortex® Unlimited brake drum 
employs external cooling ribs 
that conduct heat away from the brake surface for superior heat 
dissipation and 15% lower operating temperatures.

Running significantly lower temperatures than ordinary drums, 
Webb Vortex® Unlimited performs better and lasts 25% longer.  
Plus, the new patented Wear Indicator reduces maintenance costs by 
taking the guesswork out of wear measurements.

Webb Vortex® Unlimited... the ultimate low-temperature,  
long-life solution.

These photos taken from an infra-red camera mounted on the Webb dyno show a Webb Vortex® Unlimited 
drum next to a standard drum at precisely the same moment during braking. Compare the heat (red color) and 
you can actually see that Webb Vortex® Unlimited brake drums run significantly cooler.

77807BW77528B 77805BW 77808BW 77809BW

* These models feature the patented wear indicator and  
   patent-pending CRT™ technology designed to last 25% longer.

Brake Standard  Vortex  
Size Drum Drum   
15 x 4  61528B 77528B    
16.5 x 5 65710B 77805BW*   
16.5 x 7 66864B 77807BW*   
16.5 x 8 66800B 77808BW*   
16.5 x 8.625 66854B 77809BW*   


